
 
 
“MultiLingual TTS Module”  
 
TextSpeak High definition, multi-language, 
multilingual best-in-class Text To Speech 
Synthesizer that can read text from multiple 
languages . 
 
Speech– Synthesizer that can read text from 
multiple languages   
 
High quality embedded speech synthesis in a   
2 x 3" modular board solution accepts RS-232 
and Ethernet text data   High Definition TTS , 
ready to ship languages. 
 
Program Notes 2011 
 
 
www.textspeak.com 
www.digitalacoustics.com 



 
 

Speech synthesis module converts text directly to spoken words!  

Standard languages includes over 20 languages and voices!   

Text-To-Speech converts text data into audible messages read by a computer-generated voice. 
TextSpeak multilingual capability supports all TTS voices including English Arabic, Spanish Catalan,  
Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English (UK)  English (US)  Finnish, French, French (B), French (Canadian) 
German Greek Japanese, Korean, Italian  Norwegian  Polish, Turkish,  Portuguese, Russian, Spanish 
(North America) Swedish...Male and Female available 
 
TextSpeak Embedded Text-To-Speech modules series convert ASCII text to a natural, clear voice with 
unlimited vocabulary. The small footprint, plug-in solution accepts wide range of input data  to 
generating real-time speech.   
 

• RS-232 /Ethernet to multi-voice,  multi-language text to speech 

• 16 kHz voices rival PC quality speech on a 2" square PCB platform. 

• Integral OS provides superior flexibility and performance.   Integrated RS-232 control language with   Low voltage, low power and 
auto-idle modes 

• Supports over 20 Embedded TTS languages. Multi-language capability includes ‘a-la-carte ‘ feature scalability 

• Dual audio output; Line Out and Speaker Amplifier exceeding 1w/8ohm 

• Standard voices include English, Spanish, German and French. Optional 
voices and versions available with 3rd party Mobile and Embedded voices databases. Contact us for low cost - multi-voice multilingual model 
descriptions. 

 
Listen to high quality TTS  now     

   additional audio clips available, contact sales  
 

TTS-EM      

TTS-EM may be purchased direct and online. For ordering, multilingual voice samples, pricing 
and multiple language details contact us   

EM Sales Info Request  
     
Over 20 standard and in stock languages include :  
Arabic, Spanish Catalan,  Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English (UK)  English (US)  Finnish, French, French 
(B), French (Canadian) German Greek Japanese, Korean, Italian  Norwegian  Polish, Turkish, 
 Portuguese, Russian, Spanish (North America) Swedish...Male and Female available  
   
                                        
“Multilingual TTS 
  
 
 


